
e-Manual Viewer

e-Manual Viewer is a next-generation digital manual 

offered by Mitsubishi Electric that consolidates factory 

automation products manuals and user's customized 

documents into an easy-to-use package with various 

useful features integrated into the viewer.

e-Manual Create

e-Manual Create software is for converting word 

and chm files to e-Manual documents. User’s 

customized machine manuals can be converted to 

e-Manual documents, allowing management of user’s 

maintenance information and Mitsubishi Electric product 

information.

Cross-search multiple manuals with e-Manual

Quick information searching

NEW

e-Manual Viewer/e-Manual Create



Internet

Need the latest manual immediately.  
Difficult to check whether the manual in hand is 
the latest or not. 

e-Manual Viewer

Easily download latest manuals all at once.  

Manuals in multiple languages are available.  

Downloaded manuals are usable offline.

Since multiple users can share downloaded manuals, time for each user to download manuals can be reduced. 

Bookmarks and user notes can be registered, allowing knowhow and latest information sharing. Once registered 

notes and bookmarks are retained even if manuals are updated.

e‐Manual

Moreover

Automatically check latest manuals

Just click to download 
latest manuals

Click

Tick boxes

In-house server

User A User B

Database (e-Manual data)

Periodic synchronization Periodic synchronization

Note
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+ V

Change troubleshooting and operation settings. 
Searching related manuals is troublesome.

Cross-search all downloaded manuals. 

Quickly search information by filtering error codes and instructions.

Directly port sample programs within manuals to GX Works3 by one click,   

which can prevent input error.

Utilize sample programs in manuals. 
Manual programming requires time.

e‐Manual 

e‐Manual

Copy the sample program Paste the sample program to the engineering tool

Keyword search

Search resultDatabase

Click

iOSWindows® Android™

* To obtain the Windows® version of e-Manual Viewer, please contact your local Mitsubishi Electric sales office or representative.

3

https://apps.apple.com/app/mitsubishi-electric-fae-manual/id987752724
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.mitsubishielectric.fa.products.fa_e_manual


For safe use
• To use the products listed in this publication properly, 
 always read the relevant manuals before use.

• Company names and product names used
 in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks
 of their respective companies.
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Consolidate user's documents to Mitsubishi Electric e-Manual
e-Manual Create allows users to directly refer to information on Mitsubishi Electric e-Manual Viewer from user’s 

documents. Machine troubleshooting information and such can be quickly found, supporting prompt troubleshooting. 

Document creation time for collecting necessary information from multiple product manuals is reduced, enhancing 

information linkage between documents. 

Easier to create e-Manual documents
Just importing word and chm files to e-Manual Create and making necessary settings can create e-Manual documents. 

The converted e-Manual documents can be viewed on e-Manual Viewer together with Mitsubishi Electric product 

manuals.

Recommended to the OEMe-Manual Create

Import word and chm files to 
e-Manual Create

Set title, document number, 
version and such

Completed

Convert to 
e-Manual 
document

Machine A manual

NEW

Machine A manual Link

Convert to e-Manual 
document

Click

Windows®
Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC.
Apple and App Store are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
IOS is a registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is used under license.
Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries.
QR Code is a trademark or a registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED in JAPAN, the United 
States and/or other countries.
All other company names and product names used in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective companies.* To obtain the Windows® version of e-Manual Create, please contact your local 

Mitsubishi Electric sales office or representative.
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